Selected Foundation Funding Opportunities in the Neurosciences

Pi’s are encouraged to contact Lynn Marsella Wong, Director of Foundation Relations, University of Utah Health Office of Advancement before applying or to learn of additional funding opportunities.

1) A-T Children’s Project Research Grant Program and Awards
2) American Epilepsy Society Seed Grant Program
3) Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation
4) Angelman Syndrome Foundation Research Grants
5) Brain & Behavior Research Foundation NARSAD Young Investigator Grants, Independent Investigator Grants, Distinguished Investigator Grants
6) Brain Research Foundation (limited submission opportunity)
7) The Brain Tumor Funders’ Collaborative
8) Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences
9) Chan Zuckerberg Initiative CZI Neurodegeneration Challenge Network
10) Craig H. Neilsen Foundation Psychosocial Research (PSR) Grants PSR Pilot Grants
11) Dana Foundation: Clinical Neuroscience Research Grant Program and David Mahoney Neuroimaging Program (limited submission opportunity)
12) Eppendorf and Science Prize for Neurobiology
13) FARA Friedreich’s Ataxia Research Alliance Grant Program
14) Foundation for Prader-Willi Research
15) Glaucoma Research Foundation Schaffer Grant
16) Harrington Discovery Institute: Harrington Scholar-Innovator Program
17) Huntington’s Disease Society of America
18) James S. McDonnell Foundation Understanding Human Cognition Scholar Award
19) A Kid’s Brain Tumor Cure Pediatric Low Grade Astrocytoma Foundation Brain Tumor Research Grants
20) Klingenstein-Simons Fellowships Awards in the Neurosciences
21) McKnight Endowment Fund for Neurosciences Memory & Cognitive Disorders Awards, Scholar Awards, and Technology Awards
22) Michael J. Fox Foundation
23) Migraine Research Foundation and the Association of Migraine Disorders
24) Morton Cure Paralysis Fund Research grants
25) Motor Neurone Disease Association Biomedical Research Project Grants
26) National Ataxia Foundation
27) National Center for Responsible Gaming Seed Grant and Early Stage Investigator Grants
28) National Multiple Sclerosis Society Research Grants
29) New York Stem Cell Foundation Stem Cell Investigator Awards and Neuroscience Investigator Awards
30) One Mind Institute Rising Star Awards
31) Organization for Autism Research Applied Research Competition Grants
32) Rotary International’s CART Fund, [Alzheimer’s research]
33) Simons Foundation SFARI Pilot and Research Awards
34) Society for Neuroscience Research
35) Solving Kids Cancer Therapeutic Development Initiative (TDI) Project Grant Awards
36) Tourette Association of America
37) W. M. Keck Foundation (note: applications must be vetted through University’s internal competition)
38) Whitehall Foundation
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